Top five food trends 2016
Discover, create, develop; the process of innovation at SK Foods is a constantly
evolving process and we believe the recipe for our success. Analysing food trends and
responding to changing tastes helps to firmly secure our place as market leaders.
Here are our top five food trends for 2016:
Asian influence
Our obsession with Asian food continues. In particular with Taiwanese pork filled soft
white gua bao, and Korean BBQ food continues to find its way into our hearts, offering a
healthy dose of meat and entertainment in equal quantities. Driven, quite literally in
some cases, by Korean street food trucks, Kimchi is fast becoming a staple and is for
Korean food what green curry is for Thai cuisine. It offers an introduction to the cuisine
and a different host of flavours encompassing sweet, salty, sour, acidic and spicy in a
single dish.

Grown up mexican
TexMex, the watered down version of Mexican cuisine that we all know, and possibly
love, is getting a face lift. The so called ‘New Age Mexican’ is in fact not a sandal
wearing, crystal sporting ‘far out’ Mexican, but a trend taking the cuisine back to its
authentic roots. This means out with the crispy shelled ground beef tacos and
fatmission styled burritos and in with treats like tasty tostadas with chorizo, tortillas
stuffed with traditional pork carnitas and no raw garlic in your guacamole!

Fusion Frenzy
2016 is the year of the mash up; fusion food with no rules! Menus that are created
focusing on taste rather than geography
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flavours rather than a weird and wacky combination. Korean and Mexican is a fast
emerging success story with Korean steak tacos and bulgogi beef burritos, but
Italian/Cajun and Japanese/Peruvian are also gaining ground. The fusion doesn’t end
here, our vegetables are becoming hybrid. Watch out for broccoflower, rabbage and
brokali.
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Dreaming of the South Pacific
The Philippines and other countries of the Pacific region are becoming increasingly
popular. Filipino food gracefully fuses elements from Spanish, Chinese and
Malaysian cuisines providing sweet, salty and tangy flavour combinations with
ingredients like pork, garlic and vinegar, do we perhaps see a fusion with Korean
here?
We’re also saying ‘Aloha’ to Hawaiian cuisine, in particular to poké pronounced
(‘pohkay’) marinated seafood, usually raw served with a variety of seasonings, kind
of like a deconstructed sushi. Spam fries are also making (surflike) waves.

Waste not, want not
Food waste has become a hot topic on the political landscape especially on the continent
with moves to reduce waste destined for landfill. On menus this has translated to the ‘nose
to tail’ or ‘root to tip’ culinary movement. The trends sees all cuts of meat and the whole
vegetable being used and so there will be more cheeks, tongue, cauliflower leaves and the
like appearing on your plates. Intriguingly fish ribs have even been spotted on the menu at
some trendy NYC restaurants, and you’ll probably pay thorough the nose for them!

